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Abstract: Herpes is a ubiquitous virus which can produce orolabial and genital infections in humans. Multiple laboratory 
tests are available to diagnose herpes infections including viral culture, direct fluorescent antibody assays, molecular tech-
niques, and serology. The use of serological markers has lead to numerous epidemiological studies, but there results can 
be misleading. Seropositivity merely signifies that a person reacts in a specific type of immunological response to specific 
viral proteins, it certainly does not rule out the existence of the virus in the host. Serological testing for fungal or most vi-
ral infections do not approach total diagnostic accuracy. The numerous herpes transmission studies based exclusively on 
serological testing and seroconversion (despite being published in esteemed journals) have major deficits and may well 
not be clinically significant. 

 Many studies concerning herpes simplex (HSV) infec-
tions based on serological factors have greatly overstated 
their significance and can lead to erroneous assumptions. 
Examples include: 
- HSV-2 seropositivity has been found to be 86% in 

some locations [1]. 
- 22% of Americans are serologically positive for 

HSV-2, which is touted to be almost exclusively 
transmitted sexually, but HSV-2 seroprevalence is 
over 28% in monogamous couples in certain locals 
[2]. 

- Despite seropositive people shedding the virus almost 
one-third of the time by PCR testing [3], numerous 
heterosexual couples with discordant HSV serologic 
pictures exist [4, 5]. To be sure, mates of seropositive 
people are constantly exposed to the virus, yet do not 
convert by blood testing because they react immu-
nologically differently to viral exposure. 

 With herpes, polymerase chain reactions and cultures 
provide the best opportunity to make a definitive diagnosis, 
but such testing may require invasive procedures to maxi-
mize yield and may not be applicable in many settings. Se-
rology is merely one alternative means of diagnosing and 
occasionally monitoring disease. 
 Serology has the obvious limitation that one cannot dis-
tinguish active infection from remote exposure or resolved 
infection. These tests are not capable of detecting early in-
fection and may require serial testing for improved sensitiv-
ity. 
 More importantly to this discussion, seropositivity 
merely signifies that a person reacts in a specific type of  
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immunological response to specific viral proteins. Some pa-
tients may react immunologically differently to the presence 
of the same viral proteins. Present serological testing does 
not rule out the existence of the virus in the host. An exam-
ple with herpes zoster, only 61% of infected individuals are 
seropositive [6]. Rarely do serological test for fungal or viral 
infections approach total diagnostic accuracy. Moreover, 
HSV-1 infections are probably universal, and HSV-2 expo-
sure is probably much more common than appreciated. For 
example, semen specimens in one American study revealed 
that 50% of male patients had culture-proven HSV-2 in an 
infertility clinic [7]. For the most part, there is poor apprecia-
tion that HSV is found within the epidermis as well as within 
the parenchyma and stratified squamous epithelium of virtu-
ally all organs of the body [8]. 
 Surprisingly, herpes is not a bad virus (despite what you 
read in the media). The virus appears to share a symbiotic 
relationship with humans [8]. It is part of the evolutionary 
innovations of cooperative symbiosis among organisms. Al-
though the herpes virus can act as a pathogen causing serious 
disease, the virus also offers benefit to its host as well. Her-
pes virus offers its human host oncolytic, immune-
stimulating, and anti-tumor properties [8]. The virus thrives 
in many types of cancer cells and shows selective damage as 
well as initiating an immunological response to cancerous 
cells. Genetically- engineered herpes virus has shown prom-
ise in the treatment of several cancers. The virus’s frequent 
presence at sites of potential or existent irritation or disease 
may reflect this beneficial, protective trait for the host. On 
closer inspection, maybe herpes is a good thing, at least in 
part. 
 Serology alone cannot tell if prevalence rates are chang-
ing or even if one is infected with the virus or not. In short, 
our view is that serological testing may not report HSV 
status correctly. The PCR-based HSV testing is more trust-
worthy and this latter technique should be strongly consid-
ered for clinical and epidemiological studies. The numerous 
herpes transmission studies based exclusively on serological 
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testing and seroconversion (despite being published in es-
teemed journals) have major deficits and may well not be 
clinically significant. 
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